Formatting Changes to SB 1383 Regulatory Text

The text officially noticed by the Office of Administrative Law on January 18, 2019 included minor formatting updates from the text CalRecycle posted on December 12, 2018. There are no substantive policy changes between the text posted on December 12, 2018 and the text that was noticed on January 18, 2019. However, to ensure comments are based on the correct pages, interested parties should use the text noticed on January 18, 2019. This document notes the formatting changes for transparency

1. **Table of Contents**: The table of contents was reformatted to denote each chapter in the existing California Code of Regulations, Title 14, and Title 27, that is amended under the proposed regulations.
   *Pages 1-2*

2. **AB 901 Regulatory Text Renumbered**: The AB 901 regulatory text is now shown in numeric order as Chapter 9, Division 7, Title 14, rather than as a separate appendix.
   *Pages 1-2 & 75 -79*

3. **Formatting AB 901/Chapter 9, Division 7, Title 14**: In order to distinguish between adopted regulations, pending regulations under the AB 901 rulemaking, and the proposed regulations that are a part of this rulemaking, additional notations were added.
   *See footnote on page 2, and note on page 75*

4. **Corrected Citations**: Citations of the Health and Safety Code under “Authority” were deleted as these sections were already, and appropriately, cited under “Reference.”
   *Updated citations throughout*

5. **Yellow Container**: The definition of “Yellow Container” was incorrectly numbered and did not align with other container definitions. The definition was renumber and the text now aligns correctly with other container definitions.
   *Page 7*

6. **Chapter 12 Article 9 References**: Additional Public Resources Code citations added under “Reference.”
   *Page 22*

7. **Table of Contents**: The table of contents was reformatted to denote each chapter in the existing California Code of Regulations, Title 14 that is amended under the proposed regulations.
   *Page 51*